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The key elements of the proposals are:
•

553 new homes

•

Employment floorspace, suitable for local and
creative businesses, and community uses

•

New public realm connections through the site,
including new play areas and green space

•

Sustainable features resulting in surpassing
Government carbon targets for new
developments by 32.1%

Key benefits of the proposals include:
•

Regenerating an underutilised former industrial
site

•

Up to 235 jobs created during the construction
period

•

Construction training opportunities and
apprenticeships

•

Up to 222 full-time jobs in the completed
development

•

New homes to meet a range of housing needs

•

Active streets and new public spaces for
everyone to enjoy

•

A new pedestrian and cycle link between the
seafront and the South Downs

•

A elevenfold increase in biodiversity on the site
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The site masterplan will create a new high quality public realm that is made up of
several key areas:
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The Green Link: a pedestrian-focused green space running through the site
which includes a rich and diverse range of wildlife and informal play areas
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The Circus: the central heart of the development, inspired by the gasholder
geometry, providing flexible space for community uses and events
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The Yard: a flexible urban space for local creative businesses
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Communal amenity spaces: in addition to the key public realm spaces, new
podium gardens and communal terraces will also be provided
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Improved connections: new, high-quality pedestrian and cycling routes,
connecting Boundary Road and the western edge of Marina Way.
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Artists' impression of the proposed development
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Illutrative landscape masterplan
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New Employment Spaces
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The application includes 2,922sqm employment
floorspace that will:
•

Activate the public realm

•

Create a vibrant daytime community

•

Meet the needs of small local businesses

•

Have spaces designed to be attractive to
creative businesses as well as health and
community uses such as a crèche, health
centre, gym, or café

•

Provide a range of employment opportunities
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New Homes
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The proposals will deliver 553 new high-quality
homes, including:
•

203 2- and 3-bed apartments, and 3- to 4-bed
houses for families

•

Well-planned studio, 1-bed and 2-bed
apartments for single person or smaller
households

•

5% of the home designed for wheelchair users

•

All homes will meet or exceed national space
standards, have their own private outdoor space
- garden, terrace or balcony, and be designed
with safety as a priority.

Artists' impression of new homes around The Circus
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Sustainability
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The proposals will deliver a sustainable new
development supported by:
•

Heating buildings using environmentally friendly
air source heat pumps

•

Designing energy-efficient, well-insulated
buildings

•

Using water efficient fittings to reduce water
consumption in all homes

•

Collecting rainwater

•

Providing facilities for segregated bins for refuse
and recycling

•

Providing 160 car parking spaces, with 100%
electric charging for all vehicle parking

•

Having sustainable drainage features including
blue roofs and rainwater gardens

•

Using biodiverse roofs to encourage wildlife

•

Using a wide variety of native trees and plants
to deliver a elevenfold net biodiversity gain
(1,128%), a huge increase on the Government’s
target for a 10% gain on new developments

•

The safe cleaning and reuse of an urban
brownfield site

As a result of all these features, the proposals
exceed the Government carbon targets for the new
developments by 32.1%.
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Environmental Effects
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An Environmental Impact Assessment has been
carried on the proposals to assess any potential
environmental and social effects of the proposed
development.
A non-technical summary for each component of the
Impact Assessment is part of the planning application.
The documents include assessments for:
•

Air quality

•

Noise

•

Ground conditions

•

Socioeconomics

•

Transport

•

Heritage, townscape, landscape and visual impact

•

Daylight, sunlight and overshadowing

•

Biodiversity and ecology

•

Water resources

We are aware that there is public interest in the
remediation of this site and we have carried out
extensive site investigations to ensure the site can be
cleaned up safely.
For more information about the remediation process,
please refer to Chapter 13 (Ground Conditions) of
the Environmental Statement and our previously
published guide available on our website.
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DELIVERY AND CONSTRUCTION
We appreciate that construction and operational
effects can be a concern for neighbours and
requires careful consideration and planning.

Managing construction
We are proud to be members of the ‘Considerate
Constructors Scheme’, a national initiative which
seeks to minimise the impact of construction
activity on neighbouring residents as well as the
working conditions and welfare for everyone on
site.
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Before starting any works on site we will prepare
plans to specify measures to manage the impact of
construction on our neighbours. This will address
impacts including noise, dust, light and traffic.

St William and The Berkeley Group are committed
to being a considerate neighbour and we will
pay close attention to minimising the effects of
construction on our neighbours.
Proud to be a member of the Berkeley Group of companies

We are proud to be members of the ‘Considerate
Constructors Scheme’, a national initiative which
seeks to minimise the impact of construction activity
on neighbouring residents as well as the working
conditions and welfare for everyone on site.
Before starting any works on site we will put forward
details and strategies for the Council to approve,
which will control items like construction hours,
construction traffic, how we safely manage dust,
and how we can minimise lighting and construction
noise.
We will also identify key contacts on the site for
the community to contact to raise any concerns or
issues.
The Berkeley Group and St William support
apprenticeships and employment opportunities for
local residents within the construction phase of our
new developments.
We are proud to currently have more than 750
apprentices working on over 60 of our sites and
offices, and Berkeley has more than 2,450 direct
employees and over 12,750 people working across
our development sites.
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The Planning Application Documents
The planning application is supported by the following documents which
can be found on the Council website and on our website at
www.brightongasworks.co.uk/planningapplication

Environment Statement (ES)
•

ES Non-Technical Summary

•

ES Volume 1 – Environmental Statement Chapters

Application Cover Letter and Forms
•

Planning Application Covering Letter

•

Planning Application Form and Ownership Certificates

•

CIL Information Form

-

Design information
•

Drawings, Plans and Drawing Schedule

•

Design and Access Statement including Landscape Strategy and Tall
Building Statement

Standalone documents
•

Arboricultural Impact Assessment

•

Daylight and Sunlight Assessment (Internal)

•

Economic Statement

•

Energy Statement

•

Fire Statement and Fire Planning Gateway One Form

•

Health Impact Assessment

•

Operational Waste Management Strategy

•

Planning Statement

•

Statement of Community Engagement

•

Sustainability Statement
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•
•

Chapter 1- Introduction
Chapter 2- Site Description
Chapter 3- EIA Methodology
Chapter 4- Alternatives
Chapter 5- Description of Development
Chapter 6- Demolition and Construction
Chapter 7- Socio-Economics
Chapter 8- Transport
Chapter 9- Air Quality
Chapter 10- Noise and Vibration
Chapter 11- Wind Microclimate
Chapter 12- Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing
Chapter 13- Ground Conditions and Contamination
Chapter 14- Surface Water Flood Risk
Chapter 15- Biodiversity
Chapter 16- Effect Interactions
Chapter 17- Summary of Mitigation Measures, Monitoring and
Likely Residual Effects
ES Volume 2 – Heritage, Townscape, Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment
ES Volume 3 – Technical Appendices
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CONTACT DETAILS

020 3675 1502

By phone:

020 3675 1502

By email:

info@brightongasworks.co.uk

By post:		
Brighton Gasworks Team,
			St William Homes LLP,
			15b St George Wharf,
			London SW8 2LE
Or visit our website and fill in our feedback form:
			www.brightongasworks.co.uk

